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 Add and Subtract Single-Digit 
Numbers Using Counters 

 

• (For children who are developing their understanding of adding using counters) In pairs, 
children select 2 numbers that they are ready to add. They make their groups using 
counters. They record their 2 groups of counters. They count the counters. They record 
their addition in a number sentence, using the symbols when they can explain what they 
mean. Reflection: How can we add by joining groups of counters together?    

• (For children who are developing their understanding of adding by counting from 1 
mentally) In pairs, children select 2 numbers that they are ready to add. They add by 
counting one group, then the other group mentally, for example, 1  2  3  4  5  6  7      8  9  
10 11 12  They record the numbers that they said. They record their addition in a number 
sentence, using the symbols when they can explain what they mean. Reflection: How can 
we add by counting from 1 in our head? 

• (For children who are developing their understanding of subtracting using counters) In 
pairs, children select 2 numbers that they are ready to subtract. They think about what 
number they could make a group of to give them enough to take away the other number. 
They record their number sentence, using the symbols when they can explain what they 
mean. They make their group using counters. They record their group. They subtract the 
counters. They cross out the counters they subtracted. They count the remaining 
counters. Reflection: How can we subtract by taking away a group of counters? 

• In pairs, children have calculator.  They select 2 numbers to add, and each child adds 
using their current level of understanding. Children then perform the addition on the 
calculator and compare their answers. Reflection: How can we add using counters? 

• In pairs, children have calculator. They select 2 numbers to subtract. Each child subtracts 
using their current level of understanding. Children then perform the subtraction on the 
calculator and compare their answers. Reflection: How can we subtract using counters? 

• In pairs, children flip a card and take the corresponding number of counters from a 
central pile of 50. Play continues until all counters have been taken. The child with the 
most counters is the winner. Reflection: How can we subtract using counters?  
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• In pairs, children have a 10 Frame Bus. One child places some counters on the bus in 
the top row to act as children, explaining 'There are ... children on the bus'. The second 
child adds some counters as children, explaining '... more children got on'. Children 
record their two groups of 'children' and the total number.  Reflection: How can we add 
using counters? 

• In pairs, children have a 10 Frame Bus. One child places some counters on the bus to 
act as children, explaining 'There are ... children on the bus'. The second child subtracts 
some counters as children, explaining '... children got off'. Children record their group of 
'children', cross out the group that got off, and the total number.  Reflection: How can we 
subtract using counters? 

• In pairs, children have a 20 Frame Train. One child places some counters on the train to 
act as children, explaining 'There are ... children on the train. The second child adds 
some counters as children, explaining '... more children got on'. Children record their two 
groups of 'children' and the total number.  Reflection: How can we add using counters? 

• In pairs, children have a 20 Frame Train. One child places some counters on the train to 
act as children, explaining 'There are ... children on the train. The second child subtracts 
some counters as children, explaining '... children got off'. Children record their group of 
'children', cross out the group that got off, and the total number.  Reflection: How can we 
subtract using counters? 

• In pairs, children have a tower of 11 or 13 or 15 or 17 or 19 connecting blocks. They take 
turns to subtract 1, 2 or 3 blocks, using a strategy to make their friend subtract the last 
block.  Reflection: How can we subtract using blocks? 
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Numeral cards 0 – 19 (print, cut out and distribute as appropriate to each child)  
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10 Frame Bus 
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20 Frame Bus 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

 

Sit with a friend. 

Select cards to make numbers to add. 

Record your number sentence, using words or the symbols. 

Add, 

• using counters to make each group 

Reflection: How can we add using counters? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

Sit with a friend. 

Select cards to make numbers to subtract. 

Think about which number you could make a group of to give you enough to take away the other 
number.  

Record your number sentence, using words or the symbols. 

Subtract, 

• using counters to make a group that will give you enough to take away the other number   

• take away the other number  

Reflection: How can we subtract using counters?  
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

 

Sit with a friend. 

Select cards to make numbers to add. 

Record your number sentence, using words or the symbols. 

Add using counters to make each group. 

Add the numbers on the calculator . 

Compare your answers. 

Are your answers the same? 

Reflection: How can we add on a calculator?  
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

Sit with a friend. 

Select cards to make numbers to subtract. 

Think about which number you could make a group of to give you enough to take away the other 
number.  

Record your number sentence, using words or the symbols. 

Subtract, 

• using counters to make a group that will give you enough to take away the other number   

• take away the other number . 

Subtract the numbers on the calculator.  

Compare the answers.  

Are they the same?  

Reflection: How can we subtract on a calculator? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

 

Sit with a friend.  

Have a group of 50 counters. 

Select a card. 

Take that number of counters from a pile of 50.  

Continue playing until all counters have been taken.  

The child with the most counters is the winner.  

Reflection: How can we subtract using counters? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

 

Sit with a friend.  

Place some counters on the bus in the top row to act as children.  

Tell your friend ‘There are 2 children on the bus.’ 

 
 

 

 
 

Your partner adds some counters to act as children. 

Your friend says, ‘3 more children got on.’ 

 
 
 

 
 

How many children are on the bus? 

Record a number sentence: 2 + 3 =5 
Reflection: How can we add using counters? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

 

Sit with a friend.  

Place some counters on the bus in the top row to act as children.  

Tell your friend ‘There are 8 children on the bus.’ 

 
 

 

 
 

Your friend takes away some counters to act as children. 

Your friend says, ‘3 children got off.’  

 
 
 

 
 

How many children are left on the bus? 

Record a number sentence: 8 - 3 =5 
Reflection: How can we subtract using counters?  
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

  

 Sit with a friend.  

Place some counters on the 20 frame train in the carriage on the left to act as children.  

Tell your friend ‘There are 8 children on the train.’  

 

 

 
 

 

Your partner adds some counters to act as children. 

Your friend says, ‘4 more children got on.’ 

 
 

 
 

 

 
How many children are on the train in total? 

Record a number sentence: 8 + 4 =12 
Reflection: How can we add using counters? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters 

   

 Sit with a friend.  

Place some counters on the 20 frame train in the carriage on the left to act as children.  

Tell your friend ‘There are 12 children on the train.’  

 

 

 
 

 

Your partner takes away some counters to act as children.  

Your friend says, ‘4 children got off.’ 

 
 

 
 

 

 
How many children are left on the train? 

Record a number sentence: 12 - 4 =8 
Reflection: How can we subtract using counters? 
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Add and Subtract Single-digit Numbers, using 
Counters  

  

Sit with a friend. 

Have a tower of 11 or 13 or 15 or 17 or 19 connecting blocks.  

Take turns to subtract 1, 2 or 3 blocks. 

Record each subtraction on a number line. 

The person who subtracts the last block, loses. 

Use a strategy to make your friend subtract the last block.  

Reflection: How can we subtract using blocks? 
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